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It is a well known fact that the Android operating system has become the most favorite operating system to the users all around the
globe since its first unveiling. The Android based smartphone allows its users to run the various apps easily which are developed with
latest technology. There are thousands of Android apps in the app store of Google Play which are creating the interest among the users.
So, one can also download apps from the store and can use them. Android is not only limited to smartphones but also considered as the
operating system for the different embedded devices. Android App Development The word Android is the combination of “Android”
and “Apple”. As per the Wikipedia the word Android is a trademark which is registered by Google. It is also a open source operating
system for the handheld devices, therefore, it is extremely capable of building the apps for the android devices. It has the capability to
run on any device as it is supported by many hardware and software. The Android platform is open source and is available with a special
distribution called Android Open Source Project (AOSP). The Android operating system is designed with the objective to help the
developers in the creation of the apps. It is a versatile operating system which is suitable for the mobile gaming, collaboration and many
more. It helps in the development of the web apps too. The Android app development is way easier as the devices having an android
operating system is in huge demand. It has a wide range of android application development tools which make it easy for the developers
to create the apps. The applications can be categorized into the native applications and the hybrid applications. The native applications
are the dedicated apps that have been created with the platform. It also supports the hybrid applications that are developed with the
Android OS by using the web technologies. The native Android apps are created using the SDK or Android Software Development Kit.
The SDK is a set of tools and framework that is used in developing the android applications. If you are planning to create the android
apps then it is essential to have the basic knowledge of android app development. The android application developers prefer to use the
android studio to create the android apps. It is also known as the ide which is an application which helps in developing android apps
easily. The android studio is one of the most commonly used android apps among the android app developers. It is an open source
android app development platform which is used to create the android applications. Android Studio is an android app development tool
which is available in the google play store and can be downloaded
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